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Extract value
from the VoC
Webinar "VoC: Scopri cosa pensano davvero i tuoi clienti"
Wonderﬂow

WE SUPPORT THE WORLD'S BEST CUSTOMER-CENTRIC BRANDS

Secure

Trusted by the world’s best
customer-centric brands

Our enterprise-grade solution is ISO 27001
certiﬁed and fully GDPR compliant.

Recognized
We are endorsed by the most iconic
research ﬁrms. “2020 World’s Simplest VoC
solution”, OMDIA.
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Brands don’t make decisions with
VoC and lose customers
Brands don’t learn from customers. Hence they don’t
make decisions with the VoC. If they don’t make
decisions with VoC, they risk losing customers and see

Webshop reviews
Social media
App stores

their market share shrink.
The big problem lies partly in the complexity of the
analysis process that makes them unable to learn how

Ticket & Emails

Review sites

to deliver value and happiness to the customers.
Call center

“I don’t understand why companies still allocate
budget to data collection tools like Medallia or

Web chat
NPS surveys

Qualtrics. They don’t learn from it.”
Lead Analyst
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Internal feedback DB

Marketing

Hard to turn data into
actionable insights
R&D

Complexity

Poor Quality

Analysis platforms are
diﬀerent for each data
source and are diﬃcult
to manage

NLP analysis quality is
low for decision
making and struggles
with free text

Service
Support
CX

HR

Siloed Data

Sales
CSM

Board
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Insights hardly
reach the right
stakeholders and data
are hardly matched

Wonderﬂow makes VoC valuable
Brands can use many tools to manage their VoC sources, but only one to analyze them all. Doing this enables everyone
to learn from customers, generates value for the entire value chain, and increases sales. The ability to access all the
insights from a single platform ensures your decisions are well informed, and you reach exponential growth.

Open feedback
sources

Uniﬁed Analysis
with NLP, Predictive
and Prescriptive
Tech

Up to 100%
more granular
and 50% more
accurate than
competitors
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The Wonderboard

Exponential Growth

Out-of-the-Box Superpowers
We use a mix of cutting edge technologies to extract the best qualitative insights from content-rich open
customer feedback like online reviews, in which our expertise is unmatched

Public and
Private Data
Collection
200+ sources supported,
130+ proprietary
scrapers, Competitors
data
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Swift Data
Handling
All-in-one cleansing,
anti-duplication,
indexing technologies
that save 90% of time
for data preparation

NLP

Prediction

Reporting

Supporting any product
vertical; we have built
over 15.000 linguistic
rules to generate the
highest measurable
accuracy in text analysis

We predict variations in
the start-rating, NPS,
CSAT, and Sales,
determining what
actions generate the
best ROI for the brand

10X more users than
any other vendor of our
industry. At Philips, our
data-science platform is
the most used software
after Microsoft Oﬃce

...to answer business questions that matter
Sentiment analysis

Most impactful
product features

Feedback sources

Business question

How to market this product in
Germany▾ ?

Relevance score
Shaver category vs Shaver 1000

Intensify your marketing campaign on Noise
75

related issues as it is one of the most negative
topics for German customers (⬤ 29%), while on
average, customers of this shaver in Europe

24

love it (⬤ 75%)
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Feedback

Analysis

Insight

Feedback from
diﬀerent sources in
one data-lake

AI analysis measures
qualitative KPIs and
predicts impact

User can easily derive
answers to impactful
business questions
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How R&R impacts ecommerce conversions
Studies show that star rating has a coeﬃcient of .044.

This suggests that, for every increase in star rating by 1,
there is about a 4-5% increase in conversion rate.

From a star rating of 3 to 5, there can be an increase of
12% in conversion rate. This percentage can grow quickly
in competitive markets.

Conversion rate = ~0.044*Rating
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How Analytics impact Call center Cost
The average cost of a customer service phone interaction is
around $40 per interaction ($2.13/minute) on a phone call and $10
on text interactions.

The use of AI analytics in customer care can reduce average

40%

handling time by up to 40%, thanks to ad-hoc agent training.

A preventive explanation of simple issues on existing channels*
(FAQ, Troubleshooting, Chatbot) can deliver a ~14% cut in
interactions.
40%

*Wonderﬂow Data
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How a higher NPS impacts your Expansion Revenue
When looking at expansion revenue, higher NPS means
higher growth and revenue from existing clients.
In fact, Studies show that when compared with detractors,
promoters are:
●

5x as likely to repurchase from companies

●

9x as likely to try new oﬀerings from companies

●

7x as likely to forgive companies if they make a
mistake

To be precise, 24% for the upper NPS quartile, 14% for the midspread and
only 9% for the lowest tier.
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ROI from VOC you can eventually measure
Measure

Learn

Act

Marketing

Setup
Speed
Size
UI

TomTom bike
navigators

Battery

Topic
Relevance

Product

Cord
Button
Hose
Container

The Support team
added a disclaimer to
direct parcel customers
to the correct website.

Support

Shipping
Tracking
Delivery
Rates

Philips Bagless VC 3000
series
★★★★★ 4.7

Topic
Relevance

Parcel

DHL Website support
3600 tickets / mo
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TomTom bike
navigators
+67% CTR

The PDLM team has
improved the
cleanability of the ﬁlter
and improved its
performances

Filter

Philips Bagless VC 3000
series
★★★★★ 4.2

The Marketing team
focused their campaigns
on the most relevant
topics appearing in the
feedback, like speed and
setup

ROI

Topic
Mentions

DHL Website support
3300 / mo
8%

4 Steps towards
customer-centricity
Today

Wonderﬂow is not just a tool. It’s your idea partner
in the journey towards customer-centricity

~30 days

Test Drive
Dashboard with your
products and your
competitors’
(free of charge)

“

The Value of
insights

Full-scale
Project

VOC Strategic
Guidance

Helps you show the value of
VOC insights to both
stakeholders and teams

Deﬁnition of custom
requirements for
the project

Support in the adoption
of VOC data in the
Company

We showed our CEO
both the Analysis and
the Wonderboard. He
was immediately sold
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Final

“

Wonderﬂow enables
our company to
establish a truly global
and harmonized way to
extract value from VoC

“

The team at Wonderﬂow is
made of CX experts, and it
shows. I can pick up the phone
and speak to the right person
whenever I need

Thank you
Riccardo Osti
CEO at Wonderﬂow
riccardo@wonderﬂow.ai
+31 6 11399793
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